NOVEMBER 27, 2017: NEWMARKET, ON - Solutions360 Inc., a leading provider of business management software announced today that Roman Burchart has joined the leadership team as Vice President of Operations.

"This was a key position for us to fill and we're very fortunate to have Roman join our team." says Brad Dempsey, CEO and Founder of Solutions360. "Roman comes to Solutions360 with decades of industry experience with a proven record of operations management."

"We have the added benefit in that prior to the decision to make a career change, Roman was the Chief Operating Officer for a long time customer. Roman was the key customer contact during our software implementation and on going relationship with this customer. He has an intimate knowledge of managing a growing Integrator’s business as well as what our software is capable of and how a customer can best leverage the tool for their individual goals", says Brad Dempsey.

"Over the years, I have had the luxury of working in progressive environments that recognized the value of an aligned business and technology strategy," says Roman Burchart, Solutions360 VP of Operations. "This new position is a great opportunity for me to bring my experience in leadership, revenue growth, process optimization and business/technology linkage together in a way that supports Solutions360 and its' software solution."

Roman has been in the Systems Integration industry since 2002, most recently with SVT serving as COO. Prior to SVT, Roman served in roles that included the management of network infrastructure and enterprise applications for National Heritage Academies, which made multiple appearances on Inc. magazine's list of the 500 fastest-growing companies in the United States during his time there.

**About Solutions360**

Solutions360's unified, purpose-built software platform Q360, allows companies to consolidate their business onto a single platform from prospecting to project management, right through to service, and full accounting. Q360 helps to eliminate unnecessary steps in processes to provide meaningful information to stakeholders in real-time.

The end-result is a more holistic approach to not only help run core functions of
the business, but also to allow companies to systematize their business in a way that can scale growth and maximize project profitability.

To learn more, visit solutions360.com

For more information contact: John Graham, Executive Vice President at Solutions360 jgraham@solutions360.com or 800-450-7748 x230
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